Hi everyone! This is the AskAnnie Podcast horse girl reviews on products you use!
This episode is brought to you by Dublin.
Dublin is an authentic equestrian brand and was created by riders for riders who know what
riders need - whether it’s on a horse, in the stable or in the yard. It’s the little things that make
a big difference when it comes to riding. That’s why Dublin products are tested to ensure they
not only do what they’re designed for, but also make sure you look and feel good. With nearly
40 years experience, Dublin combines its wealth of technological experience with on-trend
fashion.
With the summer months winding down and fall upon us, it’s definitely time to start preparing
for winter. The mornings are crisp and foggy and soon the snow will be falling. This seasonal
transition was a perfect time to test out the product we reviewed in this episode, the Dublin
River Boots III.
This process started with choosing the size and color online. The Dublin River Boots III come in
many different shoe and calf sizes, including wide and extra wide, and in multiple colors such as
tan, chocolate, dark brown and black. The size guide available on Dublin’s website was
extremely helpful, especially for someone like me who has large calves. The Dublin website
currently also has free shipping on orders over $75!
As I mentioned before, the sizing guide on the Dublin River Boots III was really beneficial in
choosing the appropriate size and the even better part about this sizing guide is that it’s
accurate! When the boots arrived, they fit perfectly, even on my calves, and I was so relieved.
When I pulled these boots out of the box, I was really impressed with the quality of the
product. The outside of the boot is a soft leather, with flattering and modern stitching
throughout. The sole of the boot is sturdy and strong. According to the Dublin website, the
Dublin River III boots feature a RCS footbed system on the inside of the boot and a Tough Tec
outer sole on the inside. This results in a very functional and comfortable boot. What also
impressed me, was even with all this technology, how light this boot was to wear. It wasn’t
clunky or too large like other all-weather boots, but felt sleek and supportive to my foot and
leg. The Dublin River Boots III also feature a fully functional riding heal, making them a perfect
boot to wear at the barn and while in the saddle! The bottom of the boot is also relatively
smooth, but features small rivets and a light traction tread to allow easier walking ability on
slippery surfaces.
I mentioned before how soft and stylish the outside of these boots are, but the Dublin River
Boots III are also waterproof! I tested this out by spraying water on them and my foot stayed
warm and dry inside. The water beaded off the leather of the boots, leaving the exterior of the
boot unmarked as well. I also really liked that even though these boots have a significant
amount of warm insulation, they are still breathable and my feet didn’t sweat while I was
wearing them.

Overall, I enjoyed that while the Dublin River Boots III are a sturdy and practical piece of allweather footwear, they are also stylish and comfortable. The soft texture and rich color were
instantly appealing and the cushion, breathability and warmth checked off the must-haves in
all-weather boots.
For more information on Dublin River Boots III please visit dublinclothing.com, that’s ->
dublinclothing.com <- for more information.
Thanks for tuning in! learn more about the AskAnnie podcast by following us on Facebook and
Instagram @askanniepodcast. Have a suggestion for a product you’d like me to use in an
upcoming episode? Email me at askanniepodcast@gmail.com or leave a comment on any of
our social media pages. Find even more AskAnnie episodes anywhere you listen to podcasts
including spotify, apple podcasts, youtube and many more! The AskAnnie Podcast is a
production of the Equine Podcast Network an entity of Active Interest Media and the Equine
Network.

